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prajfia. (P. paffa; T. shes rab; C. bore/hui; J. hannya/e; K.

panya/hye In Sanskrit, typically translated “wisdom,”
but having connotations perhaps closer to “gnosis,” “aware-

ness,” and in some contexts “cognition”; the term has the gen-

eral sense of accurate and precise understanding, but is used

most often to refer to an understanding of reality that tran-

scends ordinary comprehension, It is one of the most important

terms in Buddhist thought, occurring in a variety of contexts. In

Buddhist epistemology, prajfia is listed as one of the five mental

concomitants (CAITTA) that accompany all virtuous (KUSALA)

states of mind. It is associated with correct, analytical discrimi-

nation of the various factors (DHARMA) enumerated in the Bud-

dhist teachings (dharmapravicaya). In this context, prajfia refers

to the capacity to distinguish between the faults and virtues of

objects in such a way as to overcome doubt. Prajfia is listed

among the five spiritual “faculties” (PANCENDRIYA) or “powers”

(PANICABALA), where it serves to balance faith (SRADDHA) and to

counteract skeptical doubt (vicikiTsA). Prajfia is also one of the

three trainings (TRISIKSA), together with morality (SILA) and con-

centration (SAMADHI). In this context, it is distinguished from

the simple stability of mind developed through the practice of

concentration and refers to a specific understanding of the

nature of reality, likened to a sword that cuts through the

webs of ignorance (see ADHIPRAJNASIKSA). Three specific types

of wisdom are set forth, including the wisdom generated by

learning (SRUTAMAYIPRAJNA), an intellectual understanding

gained through listening to teachings or reading texts; the
wisdom generated by reflection (CINTAMAYIPRAJNA), which

includes conceptual insights derived from one’s own personal

reflection on those teachings and from meditation at a low level

of concentration; and the wisdom generated by cultivation

(BHAVANAMAYIPRAJNA), which is a product of more advanced

stages in meditation. This last level of wisdom is related to

the concept of insight (viraSyANA). The term also appears

famously in the term PRAJNAPARAMITA or “perfection of
wisdom,” which refers to the wisdom whereby bodhisattvas

achieved buddhahood, as well as a genre of texts in which that

wisdom is set forth.

Prajita. (alt. Prajfia] (C. Bore; J. Hannya; K. Panya fe).
The proper name of a northwest Indian monk who arrived

in the Chinese capital of Chang’an during the middle of the
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